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Are you coming out to play?

Are You Coming  Out to Play?
By: Paul Sloan and Jennifer Williamson 4 October

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Music

Tambourine

Clave

Stimuli word bank

walk, point, wave,
laugh, balance, clap,
creak, gesture, tip-
toe, turn, lean, jog, 
�come here�, run, 
whirl,  twist, march, 
knock, curl, circle, 
twist, march, knock, 
curl, balance, skip, 
link arms, stretch, 
hold, heel and toe, 
chat, talk, jump, 
hop.

Activities>      What is moving> Hands, feet, waist,
                      knees, arms, legs;
                         incorporating clapping
                         walking, stretching,
                         marching, balancing,
                         jogging, turning,
                         skipping, gesturing,
                         nodding head.

Dynamics>    How it is moving> Light/heavy, 
      slow/quick,
      sudden/sustained i.e.
      controlled or sudden
      movements as seen in
      the poem �Ready,
      Steady Go�.

Space>       Where it is moving>  On the spot, general,
      space, speciÞ c space
      (partner work);
      different levels; high,
      medium, low.

Relationships>      With whom> Individual work,
      partner work.
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Starting point:

Everyone standing in their own space, ready to listen.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Warm up � Clapping (a) In time to music.

2. Stretching   (a) Lean forward and not bending.
     
     (b) Twisting only at waist and keep feet still.

     (c) Good balance. 

     (d)  Straight leg when using the heel.

3. Jogging with   (a)  Always on balls of feet.
     �Jive Bunny� 
     (b)  Keep in time to music.

4. Marching with  (a)  Stay on spot until told to move off.
    �Scottish Reel� 
     (b)  Alternate arms and leg.

     (c)  Good knee lifts and strong swing of arms.

     (d)  Good use of space when moving off.

5. Skipping with  (a)  Good use of space.
    �Scottish Reel� 
     (b)  Light feet up on toes/balls of feet.

     (c)  Change of direction.

6. Heel and toe   (a)  Heel Þ rst, followed by toe.
    �Scottish Reel�
     (b)  Good balance.

     (c)  Keep in time to music and change feet.
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Development

1. Calling for a partner (a) Make sure children know who their partner is. 
    
     (b) Walking slowly towards partner, perhaps making 
      a wavy pattern on the ß oor, instead of going   
      straight to their partner.

2. Dancing with partner (a)   Make sure children are opposite each other, with  
      a space in between.

     (b) Encourage children to make a good circle round 
              their partner when skipping.  Other person stands
      completely still.

     (c) Listen to instructions for when to move.

     (d) Good footwork.

3. Dancing away  (a) Good use of space.
    from partner  
     (b)    Good footwork.

     (c) Change direction.

     (d) Listen for change of music to walk again.

     (e) Gesturing to say �good bye�.
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Climax

Poem �Ready Steady Go�

Ready, Steady, Go

   Tip toe slowly toe to toe
   Ready steady, slowly go
   Running quickly, not a sound.
   Falling, crumpling, to the ground
   Curling tightly like a ball
   Growing upwards straight and tall
   Trotting gently, knees up high
   Jumping, jumping touch the sky.
   Balance, balance, stretch out wide
   Turning slowly round and round
   Whirling, circling to the ground.

     By Kate Harrison

Footnote:

Working with a partner can cre-
ate difÞ culties with children.  Allow 
them to choose their own part-
ners, if appropriate and ensure no-
one is left out. Encourage the chil-
dren to be aware of the position of 
the partner, in dancing towards or 
around them.

Call partner out to play


